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State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board
Fiscal Drug Utilization and Evaluation Committee
Minutes
February 18, 2004, 9:30 A.M.
               Public Service Commission, Hearing Room 1, 
                         1000 Center Street, Little Rock, AR.
 

The 5th meeting of the State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board Fiscal Drug Utilization Evaluation  Committee (hereinafter called the Committee) met on Wednesday, February 18, 2004 at 9:30 a.m. at the Public Service Commission, Hearing Room 1, 1000 Center Street, Little Rock, AR.  

Members Present					Members Absent

Preston Means, DFA					Kathy Hanlon
Diann Gwatney, AHTD				Robert Watson
Sheila Weddington, SBS				Linda Stogsdill

Sharon Dickerson, Executive Director

Others Present:  Susan Bumpas, Ashli Davis, Laurie Fowler, Suzanne Pryor, and Doris Williams, Employee Benefits Div.; Patty O’Malley, Public Service Commission; Wendy See of AdvancePCS; John Bauerline, Milliman; Walt Morrison, UAMS PMB Consultant. 
  
Call to Order

Means called meeting to order.

Approval of Minuets       
                                                                         
 	Means made a motion to approve the minutes.  Weddington seconded.  Motion approved.

Director’s Update    
                                                                             
	Eligibility - EBD realized that there were members covered who are not eligible for insurance.  It was decided to terminate their coverage.  We realized that coverage for some employees might be terminated who were eligible for insurance, and we felt that this error would be brought to our attention by the employee.  Numerous calls ensued because of this action.  We had instances of group numbers not tracking over with individuals.  Some people didn’t come over with AASIS.  Three problems were identified and corrected.  Another problem that was found was that the  insurance agency representatives, when putting dependents in AASIS are suppose to check a box for dependents, and if not checked  the information doesn’t come over, and  we had several of this type of error, and all have been corrected.  There was confusion regarding Date of Birth.  ASSIS has one date of birth, and the Highway Dept. has another.  EBD went in and replaced the date of birth information; however the pharmacies date of birth was old information, and the information didn’t go thru if the date of birth with AdvancePCS was not identical.  EBD did make corrections in our system and in AdvancePCS system so if employees went to the drug store, they could get their scripts filled without a problem.  Eighty (80) people didn’t come over with the load to our system, as they were marked as “extra help”. There were 1100 or 1200 complaint calls out of 130,000 members.  EBD stopped taking the incremental feeds from AASIS as they were incorrect with regards to some dependents.  AASIS is working on finalizing the PBM - RFP.  

Managed Care Pharmacy Program Analysis      
                                          
	Wendy See presented analysis on the state’s drug spends compared to Louisiana.  Means said we have a very liberal plan and if we continue this cost trend, then the next thing we need to look at is mandating a complete change to a much more restrictive plan or two plans at different costs and have members decide which they may want.

	See said the committee needs to look at what AR’s base line is as compared to Louisiana’s.  Louisiana’s PMPI is in $70 range and AR’s is in $50 range.  However, LA’s spending is very high.  They have an open formulary and a low limit on out of pocket.  La. decided to extend out of pocket period from 12 mos. to 18 mos. while they were reconciling the different benefits.  Louisiana’s plan ended June 30, 2003.  Louisiana offered a health plan and a drug plan with various alternatives.  There are approximately 180,000 covered lives in Louisiana in their MCO plan.  Louisiana anticipated 10,000 employees would sign up for this new MCO plan, which includes health and drug.  However, approximately 60,000 employees enrolled in this plan.  The benefit was 50/50% coinsurance for drugs irregardless of whether was a brand or generic, up to a cap of $50 per script.  Also has a $1,000 out of pocket.  Louisiana has recently designed a plan with closed class formulary only, so instead of few higher copays for non formulary, they are not allowed to get non formulary drugs, and have a $1,200 maximum out of pocket.  Many Louisiana employees were at first outraged, and calls increased the first few months.  They also increased utilization management tools, such as PA’s, step therapy, quantity, limits etc. They were able to decrease the amount paid by the plan from around the $70 range to $26.41 PMPI in the first quarter after implementation.  Now it’s about $29.  The previous numbers were really misleading in trends because there were 18 months, and not 12 months included in the calculations.  Means asked if there were any apples to apples comparisons.  Response was no.  Louisiana pays a very significant cost for retirees’ health care and each agency stands to cover retired employees, so Louisiana might have higher costs than AR.  AR. is running around 16 scripts per member per year, and Louisiana 22, but now down to 12.  Means asked See if Louisiana still has their other plan, and her response was yes.  Louisiana has a wild card system.  Employees enroll in this plan and if they decide they want to change, then they have the option to move and the wild card lasts a year.  The 3rd quarter 2003 good results continued thru their 4th quarter.  Their plan showed no decrease in eligibility and no one moving out.  Most of their employees stayed in the plan.  Next year Louisiana is taking the wild card away.  Dickerson asked how they can handle that wild card.  AR couldn’t because of the cafeteria plan, pre tax vs. post tax.  Means asked what other medical plan is offered.  See said their other plan reminds her of an HMO.  It’s called Fair Insurance.  It’s not an HMO, but very similar.  Louisiana is all self insured.  Originally Louisiana was to use BC and negotiations collapsed, so Fair stepped in and got the business.  In See’s research she said a lot of management plans are moving in this direction.  Dickerson asked how many lives were covered in the Louisiana plan.  See advised about 180,000.  Dickerson asked about the premium difference in the two Louisiana plans.  See wasn’t sure.  Louisiana had 60,000 of the 180,000 people picked this up.  The rates on generic increased 41% to 46%.  Means says the monthly savings for Louisiana was 3 million.  See analyzed this type plan for AR based on current benefit design and adding this on.  In her opinion, it would not help AR. in cost savings.  Louisiana didn’t have formulary compliance but AR has 3 tiers, so AR’s baseline and LA’s are very different.  AR has a more normal baseline, so wouldn’t help AR, but in some cases will hurt, See advises.  See stated AR. would lose those members who are already paying the $50 for the non formulary.  Arkansans are paying about 66% on the non formularies, so it is unknown if the state would lose money or not based on what employees would do.  See stated we are really getting out of our members what we need on the non formularies.  So what can AR do?  See estimates on the closed class with tier structure, would probably lose $2,000,000 a year.  Now if you say 50% coinsurance and no cap, locking out some drugs, then the portion the plan is paying is about 50% and 12 to 13% on drugs can be shaved off, because the member is paying about 35% of cost of total plan.  Entire drug benefits by members are about 35%, but would jump to 50% if you make this change.  The question arose as to how much the membership could bear in cost sharing.  That’s the question.  The plan could save up to $6,000,000 a year.  In changing the copay structure, how much do we want to push onto the member cost wise? The state is close to 35% in cost sharing, and in some plans it is 40%.  Member share continues to decline.  Dickerson said the committee needs to set goals by April.    Means questioned if we adopt mandatory generics, how would it help us.  Response from See was that it wouldn’t be much help.  Another question brought up was would a state member have to pay the difference?”  Response was no.  Means had concern as to whether or not the state could put a plan together for low income employees to incorporate catastrophic illness, and also include physicians and drugs.  Means suggested going to copays of 10/25/50.  See recommended that the committee make a decision to keep member share at x% and it would give the state a point of reference as things go up to look at.  See said the state’s DUE is given to the state each quarter.  Dickerson said it won’t work for the school plan because the school plan uses a fixed number of dollars.  The member would have to absorb the difference.  Means asked for input on drug trend?   Bauerline advised for 2003 the state is looking at a rate increase for next year of 11% on schools on just drugs and for the state 19%.  Usage went from 13 or 14 scripts to 18 scripts on an average per year.  Bauerlein said all the cost is in tier 2, so changes in tier 1 and 3 wouldn’t help costs.  There was a question asked of cost difference between generic and brand.  Means asked See to do an analysis on this. Means suggested See include in her analysis figures to include having the employees pay the difference on the copay, because there is a lower cost alternative in the 2nd and 3rd tier areas. See asked Dr. Morrison to send her information on certain drugs he recommends not including in her analysis, and he agreed to do so.  Means questions if the maintenance medicines are limited to a 30 day supply? Dickerson advised that participant can get 3 months of a prescription and would have to pay three copays.  Means questioned that if a participant gets three months of a prescription, does the pharmacist get multiple fees or only one? Response was that pharmacist would only get one fee.  Means noted there doesn’t seem to be an incentive.    Means asked the committee for their response to question of whether or not the committee will want to make plan changes for next year.  More discussion ensued. State’s average charge per claim a year ago was about 37.5%;  and 4th quarter of 2003 was 34.7% so copays were flat and average claim jumped about $5;  therefore, the percent the member is paying has dropped to about 35%.  Dickerson said the committee needs to address changes to the middle tier.  Means asked what Mississippi did on tier plans.  See advised that Mississippi picked up a couple of dollars brining the first tier to 11; then other two tiers above that up to $25.  If AR raises tier 2 to $30, the member sharing would be about 50%, and Means feels that is unfair to the employee.  Means questions committee, “What must be done to keep member cost at 37%?  Will 10/30/50 get us to 60% cost paying by plan or maybe even change copays to 15/30/50?”  Means asks committee for their input on whether or not to make any changes?   AR. compared to national averages is running rather high; 15% to 16% on drugs on an average said See.  Experience on medical rates in AR. are pretty good as compared to the rest of country said Bauerlein.  Means questions, “What would state anticipate in premium increases?”  Bauerlein advises it could be as high as 13%; the state’s PPO is running well.  Health Advantage would be a 13 to 14% increase.  Close to a $35 increase on single coverage.  Dickerson mentioned the high deductible PPO plan is an alternative to high premiums.  The premium would be about 50% less than what they pay currently.  Means suggested this committee get together with the Benefits Sub Committee.  Dickerson said the Benefits Sub Committee is so active that they are splitting into work groups.  They are looking at gold standard, consumer group and maybe work with the health dept., looking at high deductible and health saving plan.  The Benefits Sub Committee and work group are not looking at plan design changes.  They don’t anticipate making changes to medical benefits, but might have to make changes on prescription drug coverage. If changes are made, EBD must have new rates by April 1st.  Dickerson advises any changes impact multiple bookkeeping changes for the schools.  April is critical for EBD and also for the schools.  Dr. Morrison questions if there are any constraints, and response was there are not any.  Means said the committee really needs to look at plan options, without someone like AdvancePCS coming in, but looking at it on our own as a committee.  Dickerson wanted to share another thing.  Regarding the Benefit Sub Committee, they are discussing smoking cessation and obesity and a possible increase in premium for those users.  She said the state made pharmacy copay changes in mid year in the past, and suggests not doing that again. Dickerson doesn’t think it would be problematic to increase incrementally, say $12 for generics and small increases for formulary and non formulary.  Dr. Morrison recommends changing copays to $15/30/50 and not to do it incrementally.  Dickerson doesn’t feel state should increase generics to as high as $15.  She suggested $5 increase or 20% on the second tier (12/30/60), which is a 20% increase across the board.  The cost for generics has gone up about 20%.  Increasing the copays to $12/30/60, which would be 20% across board, would push the employees back to using formulary and bring costs down.  She suggested keeping a $15 differential between generic and tier 3.  Seventy percent are driven by single source brands, and sixteen percent are in generics.  She feels we would be better off leaving generic at $10 and changing to $30/60 for formulary and non formulary.  It was remarked that there needs to be a process for legitimate exceptions on non formulary.  The issue is
that there have been no adjustments on the drugs in a long time, per See.  Dickerson suggests a few more meetings, say 2 meetings per month,  and look at changing copays to $12/30/60 or $10/30/60 and costs if employees pay the generic difference where  there is an approved generic (as they are not presently doing). Means wants to look at all 3.  Another question was on the pharmacy RFP.  Is there anything in there about pricing for appeal?  Response is no, there is no appeal.  The state does have appeals for prior authorization, step therapies; however there is no appeal for formularies.  Question:  Is there PBM appeal in the PBM - RFP?  Question:  Do participants have to have physician review.  Response:  “No, only after a negative.”  It was mentioned that the costs of appeals was very expensive which makes it prohibitive for appeal on formularies.  
A discussion ensued about the Prescription Drug Bill and HSA.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 11:45 a.m.


